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DINI DERIV ATES AND APPLICATIONS 

By P. Ramankutty 

O. Introduction 

In advanced treatments of differentiability of real-valued functionsof a reaI 

variable the four Dini Derivates are introduced first and the questions of their 

finiteness and equaIity are discussed subsequently. It is natural that in cases 

where the underlying function is not necessari1y differentiable the part of the 

derivative could, to some extent, be successfully played by the derivates. This, 

however, depends on knowing the extent to which the derivates resemble the 

derivative when dealing with functions individually and in combination. This 

note seeks to establish some elementary results in this context and concludes by 

pointing out some less elementary applications of this calculus of the derivates. 

In section 1 the standard definitions of the Dini Derivates are recalled (mainly 

in order to fix the notation) and two preliminary lemmas are proved. Some 

rules for the derivates analogous to the rules of differentiation are obtained in 
section 2, the pr∞fs being confined to pointing out the essential detai1s. Zyg

mund’ s lemmas on the derivates 없ld their consequences are quoted. from [5] in 

section 3 in order to make the discussion somewhat self-contained. These results 

are stated in form 따ld order different from those in [5] and although it is easy 

to prove them in the order in which they are presented here, it is preferred to 

omit the proofs. Finally three applications of the rules developed are provided in 

section 4. 

1. N otations and preliminaries 

NOTATION 1. 1. Let a,b be real numbers with a<b. If ψ : (a, bl-• R then m(ψ) : 

(a, bl • [-∞， ∞) and M(φ) :. (a, bl →(-∞， ∞1 will be the functions defined by 

m(φ) (t) =inf {φ(x) : a<x<t} 

따ld 

M(φ)(t) =sup{φ(x) : a<x<t}. 

If f: [a, bl • R then 1: (a.bl • R will be the function defined by 1 (x) = (f(x)

f(a))j(x-a) and D+f(a) and D+ f(a) will dènote the right-Iower and right-upper 
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Dini Derivates of f at a defined by 

D+f(a)=sup {mcJ)(t): a<t<b} 

and 

D+ f(a)=inf {McJ)(t): a<t<b}. 

The left derivates D _f(b) and D-f(b) at b are defined analogously. 

It is clear that m(ψ) is a decreasing function, M (φ) is an increasing function 

and that m(띠드M(찌. 

Hence we have: 

D+f(a)=!i염 mcJ)(t), D+f(a)=펌 M cJ)(t) 

and 
• 

D+f(a)드D+ f(a). 

The derivation rules to be obtained in this note will usually be stated only for 

the right-derivates since it should then be obvious that analogous results hold for 

the left-derivates. 

REMARK 1. 2. Clearly, for α늘0， m(αψ)=αm(ψ) and M(αψ)=αM(ψ) while for 

α드0， m(αψ)=αM(ψ) and M(αψ)=αm(ψ). (It is understood that O.∞=0'(-∞) 

=0). These observations immediately yield: if α늘o then D(α，/)(a)=aDf(a) 
+ w here D denotes D + or D' w hile if α드O then D+(α，/)(a) =αD'f(a) and 

D+(α，/)(a) =αD +f(a). These are, however, particular cases of the more general 

rules of derivation contained in 

THEOREM 2. 3. Before takz'ng μ~p these rules it z's necessary to establish the 

follow:썽g lemmas regardz'ng the functionals m and M. 

LEMMA 1. 3. 1f φ : (a , bl • R and q;: (a, bl • R then 

(i) m(ψ+ψ)르m(φ)+m(cþ) 

and 

(ii) M(ψ+ψ드M(ψ)+M(q;). 

If ez'ther φ is bounded below or ψ z's bounded above then there also holds 

(iii) m(ψ+ψ)드m(ψ)+M(띠)드M(ψ十ψ. 

PROOF. (i) and (ii) are clear. Using these and the Remark 1. 2 above, we 

have: 

m(ψ')=m(ψ+ψ-cþ)>m(φ+cþ)+m( -cþ)=m(ψ+ψ')-M(cþ) 

and 
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M(，떠)=M(ψ+ø-ψ)드M(ψ+Ø)+M(-ψ)=M(ψ+cþ)-m(φ) 

LEMMA 1. 4. Let 1: [a. bl • R. g: [a. bl • [0. ∞) and s때Iþose that g z.s continμous. 

Then 

lim m(Jg) (t)=g(a)D J(a) aηd lim M cJg) (t) =g(a)D+ I(a). 
T t • a 

PROOF. For each tε [a. bl let 

À(t) = min {g(x) : a::::;;x::::;;t} 

and 

μ(t) =max{g(x) : a<x드t} . 

Then 0드À.(t)드g(x)드μ(t) for each x르 [a. tl and tε [a. bl and λ(t) • g(a) and 

μ(t) • g(a) as t • a. If J(찌르o for each xε(a. t). then 

λ(t)J(x)드J(x)g(x)드μ(t)J(x) (1) 

for all xε(a， t) and hence taking infimum over all xE(a, t) we have 

λ(t)m(J) (t)드m(Jg)(t)드μ(t)mcJ)(t) (2) 

which on taking Iimits as t • a gives : 

Iim m(Jg) (t)=g(a)D.J(a). (3) 
tla -- --- T 

If, on the other hand, f(x) <O for some xε(a， t) let St={xε(a ， t) : J(x) <O}. 

Since g(x)르o for all x , inf{J(x)g(x): xε(a，t)} =inf{J(x)g(x): xεSt} and so. 

too for inf{À.(t)J(x)} and inf{μ (t)J(x)}. For each xεSt' (1) will be replaced by 

(1') in whiò t;..,e inequalities of (1) are reversed. Hence taking infimum over all 
xε(a. t). (1 ’) yields (2') in which the inequalities of (2) are reversed; taking 

Iimits in (2') as t • a we again get (3). 
This proves the first half of the lemma. The second half is proved similarly 

(or follows from the first half by replacing 1 by -/) . 
• 

2. Rules of Derivation 

THEOREM 2. 1. Let 1: [a. bl • R. g: [a. bl •R. Then 

(i) D+f(a)÷D4g(a)드D+ Cf+g)(a) 

(ii) D -7-l(a)+D+ g(a)>D+ Cf+g)(a) 

11 ezïher D +/(a) or D+ g(a) is lùzite thelg there also holds 

(iii) D+ Cf+g)(a)드D +/(a)+D+ g(a)드D+ Cf+g) (a). 

PROOF. Applying lemma 1. 3 to the functions J and g. (i) and (ii) follow im

mediately. If D +/(a) is finite then there exists a number cε (a. b) such that 

%(f) is bounded both above and below on (a, c] • But then f is bounded beIow on 
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<a, c] and part (iii] of Iemrna 1. 3 applies lo f and a restricted to (a, c] . Thus 

for each t in (2, cl , 
mcJ+g) (t)드mcJ)(t) + M(g) (t)드McJ+g) (t). On taking Iimits as t • a, the 

assertion (iii) above results. The case of a finite D+ g(a) is simiIar. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let f: [a, bl • R, g: [a, bl • R and sμ:ppose that f or g has a 

finite right-deη;vative at a. Then D(f+g)(a)=Df(a)+Dg(a) where D denotes D+ 

97 D+. 

PROOF. If g has a right derivative g/(a)ata, then D+g(a)=D+g(a)=g/(a) 

From (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2. 1, we have: 

D+f(a)+g+’ (a)드D+ (f+g)(a)드D +f(a) + g +' (a) whiIe from (ii) and (iii) of the 

:same theorem, D+f(a)+g/(a)능D+ (f+g)(a)는D+f(a)+g/(a). 

THEOREM 2. 3. Let f: [a, 이 • R, g: [a , 에 • [0, ∞) and s때'fIose t hat g z"s con

.tz":zuous. If f(a)늘0， then 

(i) g(a)D +f(a) + f(a)D + g(a)드D+ (fg)(a) 

(ii) g(a)D+ f(a) + f(a)D + g(a)르D+ (fg)(a) : 

.ψf" z"n addz"tion one of D +f(a) , D+ g(a) is jz"nite there holds also 

(iii) D + (fg)(a)드g(a)D +f(a)+f(a)D+ g(a}~D+ (fg)(a) 

μ，hz"le zf one of D+ f(a) , D +g(a) z's finzïe there holds 

(iv) D+ (fg)(a)드g(a)D+ f(a) + f(a)D +g(a)드D+ (fg)(a). 

If f(a)~O the above statements hold with f(a)D+ g(a) rePlaced by f(a)D+g(a) and 

f(a)D +g(a) ?’'epl，αced by f(a)D+ g(a). 

PROOF. Set α=f(a) and suppose f(a)늘O. From the identity 옳=Jg+αg we 

bave, by 1. 2 and 1. 3 m(잖)늘m(Jg)+m(α흩) =m(Jg) +αm(회. Evaluating at tε 
{a , b) and taking limits as t • a, it follows by lemma 1. 4 that 

D+(fg)(a)능g(a)D +f(a) +αD+g(a). 

This proves (i). Parts (ii) , (iii), (iv) are proved simiIarly using appropriate 

parts of 1. 2, 1. 3, 1. 4 and resorting to the same kind of arguments as in the 

proof of Theorem 2. 1 (iii). The case of f(a) <0 follows by applying the results so 

far estabIished to the function - f. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let f: [a, b] • R, g: [a, b] • [0, ∞) and sμ.，ppose that g is 
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continuous and that f or g has a jinite 1’ight-deriva!z"veat a. If f(a)르o then 

D(fg)(a)=f(a)Dg(a) +g(a)Df(a) where D denotes D+ or D+. If f(a)드o then 

the same result holds μlith f(a)D +g(a) . reþ!aced by f(a) D+ g(a) and f(a)D+ g(a) 

1'eþ!aced by f(a)D +g(a). 

PROOF. Suppose f(a)르O. If g has a fini te right-derivative g +’ (a) at a, then 

D +g(a) =D+ g(a) =g /(a). From (i) and (iii) of theorem 2.3, 

g(a)D +f(a) + f(a)D +g(a)드D+ (fg)(a)드g(a)D +f(a) + f(a)D+ g(a) 

= g(a)D +f(a) + f(a)D +g(a) 

This proves the result for D=D +. SimilarIy for D=D+ using (ii) and (iv) of 

the theorem. If 1 has a finite right-derivative at a then the result follows from 
(i), (iv) and (ii) , (iii) of the theorem. The case of f(a) <0 follows from what 

is already proved by applying the results to - f. 

LEMMA 2. 5. Let g: [a, 에 • R be cont쩌μous and suppose that g(x) :;zfO for any x. 

Then 

(i) D+(속) (a) = .二LT D4g(a) 
강 / (g(a)) “ 

-and 

(ii) D +\웅 ) (a) = 걱. ? D+ g(a). 
(g(a)) “ 

PROOF. Either g(x)>O for all xε [a, bl or g(x) <0 for all xε [a, bl. Suppose 
1 

g(x)>O for all x and let f=궁’ a=g(a). Now fg=l gives gf+α1=1=0 so that 

( 1 \ 1 • 
M (f )=M( -갚때=-강m(gf). Evaluating at tE(a, b) and taking limits as 

proved similarly. The case of g(씨 <0 for alI x folIows by applying the results 

to -g. 

This Iemma together with theorem 2.3 and corolIary 2.4 yield quotient rules 
for derivates which are stated in the folIowing theorem and its corolIary of 

which the proofs are omitted. 

THEOREM 2. 6. Let f: [a, 이 • R, g: [a, 에 • (0, ∞) and sμif1pose that g z.s conti

nuous. If f(a)>O then 

(i) (g(a)D +f(a) - f(a)D+ g(a))/(g(a)i드D+ (f/g)(a) 

(ii) (g(a)D+ I(a) -f(a)D +g(a))/(g(a))2늘D+(f/g)(a) ; 
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zf in addz'tion one 01 D +/(a) , D +g(a) z's jz'nzïe then there also holds 

(iii) D+ (fg) (a)드(g(a〕D+f(a) -f(a)D+g(a))/(g(a))2드D+ (f/g)(a) 

μIhz"le zf one 01 D + I(a) , D+ g(a) z's jz'nzïe then there also holds 

Ov) D+ (f/g)(a)드(g(a)D+ I(a) - l(a)D+ g(a))!(g(a)i드D+ (f/g)(a). 

111(a):드o the same results as above hold with I(a) D+ g(a) rep!aced by l(a)D +g(a} 

and l(a)D +g(a) rep!aced by l(a)D+ g(a). 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let 1: [a, bl .R, g: [a, bl • (0, ∞) and sμiflpose that g is 

continuo2ts and that 1 or g has a jz'nite right-deriνatz've at a. 11 I(a)드o then 

D(f/g)(a) = (g(a)DI(a)-/(a)Dg(a))/(g(a)i where D denotes D+ or D+. 111(a) 

는o then the same result holds wz'th l(a)D+ g(a) rep!aced by l(a)D +g(a) and I(a) 
D +g(a) rep!，αced by l(a)D+ g(a). 

3. Zygmund’ s lemmas 

Throughout this section 1 is a continuous real-valued function defined on an 
interval J of the real 1ine and 1 denotes the interior of this interva1. 

LEMMA 3. 1. lfαεR is such that D +/(x)드α lor all xE1 (resp. D _/(x)드α lor 

all xε1) then lor all a, b ÙZ J wz'th a드b， there holds I(b) - I(a)드α(b-a) . 

LEMMA . 3.2. 11 αεR is sμch that D+ I(x)르αlor all xε1 (resp. D-/(x)능α lor 

all xε1) then lor all a, b in J witlz a드b， there holds I(b) - I(a)는α(b-a). 

COROLLARY 3.3. 11 1 is increasz'1zg on J then D +/(x)는O a?zd D-f(x)는o lor 

each xε1; conversely zf D+ I(씨는o lor each xE1 or D-/(x)는Olor each xε1， then 

1 z"s z"ncreasz"ng on J. 

COROLLARY 3.4. lf 1 is decreasing on J then D+ I(x)드o and D-/(x)드o lor 

each xε1; conversely il D +/(x)드o lor each xε1 or D_/C찌르o lor each xε1， 

then 1 is decreasing on J. 
COROLLARY 3. 5. Let a , ß be elements 01 [-∞， ∞]. lf one 01 the lour Di싫 

Derivates DI 01 1 satisjz'es α드DI(x)드ß lor all x드1， then all the lour do. 

4. Applications 

A. Nagumo’s Uniqueness theorem. 

A complete statement of this resuIt is as fol1ows. 
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THEOREM. Let a, b be posz'!t"ve numbers, toεR， x。εRn and D= {(t, x)εRXRn : 

It-tol 드a， [[x-xo [[드b}. It 1: D• R" sa!t"sjz"es [[/(t , x) - 1(t， y)[[lt-tol 드[[x-y[[ 101' 

all (t, x) (t, y) , in D then the z'nz'!t"al νalue problem 

x'(t) =I(t, x(t)), x(to)=x1。

/ 

has at most one solutz"on on any z'nterval containz'ng to. 

The usual method of proof [1] is to replace the initial value problem by an 
integral equation and appeal to a functional inequality resembling some form of 

a Gronwall’ s lemma. Although this is justied even when 1 is not assumed to be 

continuous, the following is an alternative favoured in [5]. 

PROOF. Let x ,y be solutions on [to """α， to+ß] where 0드α드a， 0드β드a and 

define g: [0, ß] • [0, ∞) by g(t) = IIx(to+ t) -y(to+ t)[[. Then for s, t in [0, ßJ with 
s~t， 

< 
-

서υ
 
-

/l ‘-그
 
• 잉

 
S 

x(to+s)-x(to+t) y (to+s)-y(to+ t) 
-s-t s-I 

so that for each tE(O，야， IDg(t) I 드 IIxτ'o+t)-y’(to+t)[[ where Dg denotes any 

of the Dini Derivates of g. But 

[[x’ (to+ t) -y’ (to+ t) 11 = [[I(to+t, x(to+t)) - l (to+t, y(to+t)) 1I 

드÷1lx(to+t) -y@o+t) |l =g@)자 

Hence we have Dg(t)드g(t)/I which gives 
1 ~，.， 1 

D(g(t)/t) =추Dg(t)-깎g(t) = τ(Dg(t) - g(t)찌르α 

This shows that g (t)/t is a decreasing function and hence g찌/t드lim g (t)/t 
t • o 

=D+ g(O). But again, 

ID+ g(O) I 드IIxτt~-yτt~ 1I = III(to' x(t~) - l(to， y(t~)[[ 

= [[I(to' x~ - l (to' xo) [[ =α 

Thus g(t)/t드o which gives g(t)=O for all tE(O, ß). Consequently, x=y 00 

(to, to+ß) and by continuity this equality holds on [/o, to+ßJ : a similar argument 
applies to the interval [to- α，/0]. 

B. Lyapunov’s second instability theorem. 

Consider again the differential system x'(t) =/(t, x(t)) where 1: [0 , ∞)XB(샤 

->.R
n is continuous with l (t, 0) =0 for all t>O, B(r) being the open ball of 

radius r around the origin in R
n

• For W: [0, ∞)XB(상→R where O<e드r， define 
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W: [0, ∞)XB(e)→ [-∞， ∞) by 

W(t, x)=lim ~ (W(t+ h, x+hf(t , x))-W(t, x)); 
h • O “ 

call the function W locally Lipschitzian iff for each (t, x)ε [0, ∞) XB(e) thcre 

exists a number K>O and a neighbourhood N of (t, x) such that IW(s ,y) - W(s , z) I 
드Klly-zl for all (s ,y) , (s , z) in N. It can be shown that if W is locaIly Lipsch
itzian and x: [0, ∞)→Rn is a solutiòn of the differential system with I x(t) I <e 

for all t>O then W (t, x (t))=D+V(t) where V(t)=W (t, x(t)). 

One version of the second instability theorem may now be stated thus. 

THEOREM 4. 1. If there exists a bounded locally Liþschitzt.an W: [0, ∞)XB(e)→R， 
c。

(O<e드r) and a continμoμs λ : [0, ∞)→ [0, ∞) 갱th J λ(t)dt=∞ sμch that 
。

(i) W(t , x)늘λ(t)W(t. x) for all (t, x) in [0, ∞)XB(e) 

(ii) for each δ>0 there exists xoERn with IIxoII <δ and W(O , xo)>O, then the 

“zero-solμtion" is μnstable. 

NOTE. In the usual version (3) the local Lipschitzian hypothesis is replaced 

by the much stronger requirement of Frechet differentiability. 
However. the following proof does not require W to be Frechet differentiable) 

PROOF. Suppose that the zero solution . is stable. Choose δε(0. 서 such that 

each solution x with IIx(O) 1<δ is defined for all t르o and satisfies IIx (t끼 <e for 
all t늘O. Now choose a point x。εRn such that (ii) holds. Let x be the solution of 
the initial value problem x'(t) =f(t, x(t)), x(O)=xO. Now x is defined for aIl t>O 

t 

and IIx(t) 11 <e for all t르O. Writing μ(t) =exp - J Ä.(i)ds) we have, 

D+(μ(t)W(t， x (t))) =μ(t)D+ψ(t， x(t))-λ(t)μ (t)W(t， x(t)) 

=μ(t)(W(t， x(t)) -Â.(t)W (t, x(t)))르o by (i). 

Therefore, μ(t)W(t， x (t)) is an increasing function of t and hence for all t>O, 

μ(t)W(t， x(t))르μ(O)W(O， x(O))=W(O. x~ 
t 

80 that W (t, X(t))三W(O， xo) exp λ(s)ds). Since 
0 

c。

W(O. XO)>O and J λ(s)ds=∞， 
t 

W(O, xo) exp ( f Ä. (s)ds)→∞ as t→∞. Hence it follows that W (t, X(t))→∞ as 
0 
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t→∞ and this contradicts the boundedness of W. The proof is complete. 

C. Subadditive functions. 

One of the resuIts in [2] regarding the differentiabiIity and growth properties 

of a subadditive function 1: R• R states that if sup {f(t) /t: t>O} =B and 

inf {f(t)/t: t<O} =A then D+/(t)드B， D-I(t)드B， D +I(t) > A and D _/(t)는A for 

aII t ; if A and B are finite' then 1 is absolutely còntinuous and if further A and B 

are equaI then l (t) =At for aII t. Nothing has been stated in this context regard
ing the growth properties of f in case A and B are finite but unequal (and hence 

necessarily -∞<A<B<∞). However, the foIIowing result readily holds. 

THEOREM 4.2. II 1: R• R is subadditive and il A=inf {f(t)/t: t<O} and B= 

sup {f(t) /t : t> O} are fi"n상e theχ 

At드I(t) -::;,Bt for t르o and Bt~/(t)-::;'At lor t -::;,O. 

PROOF. From the results mentioned above, 1 is continuous and hence D+ (I(t) 

-tB)=D+/(t) -B드o for t르o so that l (t) -tB is decreasing on [0, ∞). Hence 

f(t)-tB드1(0) for t늘O. This gives I(t)드tB for t능o since 1(0)=0 by theorem 

7.11.1 of [2]. The remaining ineqalities are proved similarIy. 

Another result of [2] states that if 1: (0, ∞)→R is such that I(t) /t is a 

decreasing function of t then 1 is subadditive. Using this Rathore [4] shows that if 

f: (a , ∞)→R is differentiable where a는o and if xl'(x) </(x) for aII x in (a , ∞〕

then f is subadditive. However, these hypotheses on f imposed in [4] are too 
restrictive; it is just as easy to prove the foIIowing. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let a는o and 1: (a , ∞)→R. 11 xD+/(x)드f(x) for all x in 

(a, ∞) or xD_f(x)드I(x) lor all x in (a, ∞) then f is subaddzïz"ve. 

PROOF. Suppose xD+f(찌르I(x) for aII x in (a, ∞). Then D+ (f(x)/x) 

=월(xD찌찌 -/(x))드o and hen않 I(x)/x is decreasing; sir빼rly for 

xD_/(x)드I(x). 

University of Auckland, 
New Zealand. 
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